DRL Wire Adapter Kit #69867
29051 Headlamp Harness Kit

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. On the harness, locate the 10-position connector with dark blue wires, on the leg marked "C".

2. Remove the secondary lock from the wire side of the connector.

3. Remove the cavity plug from position "H" and discard.

4. Insert the terminal on the DRL wire into position "H" on the connector. The terminal lock should face the outside edge of the connector.

5. Replace the secondary lock on the wire side of the connector.

6. Route the DRL wire along the plug-in harness to the driver-side headlamp connectors, taping the wire to the harness as necessary to secure it.

7. Splice the DRL wire from the adapter kit into the vehicle DRL bulb POSITIVE (+) wire following the instructions in the Recommended Splicing Procedure section of the harness kit Installation Instructions.
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